In this note, we extend Schiitzenberger's evacuation of Young tableaux (Schtitzenberger, 1963), and naturally labelled posets (Schltzenberger, 1972) , to labelled graphs. It is shown that evacuation is an involution, and that in that in the dual evacuation, tracks and trajectories are interchanged.
Observe that i3= 8, if n = 1 VI and that 8, =idl* Observe also that a,@ and d,_ 1@ differ at most on the vertices uk-i, uk and the vertex labelled n. For later use, we call P' the s-track of @, denoted by P,(Q); it is simply the track obtained by considering only the vertices whose label is bs. Fig. 3 .
Example (continued). (G, a,@) is shown in
Define @r = @, Q2 = &@J,, @s = d,_ 1 d,cPl,. .., @,=a,. . . d,Gl. We call evacuation the mapping Qi+@,.
Theorem 1. Euacuation is an involution.
This extends a result of Schiitzenberger: he introduced evacuation of Young tableaux in [4] , and of naturally labelled posets in [S] , and showed that this construction is an involution. Note that his definition of promotion is slightly different from ours, but the reader will easily convince himself of the equivalence of both constructions.
For example, his definition of a is obtained from ours by adding 1 to the right-hand sides of the two first equalities (l) , and by omitting the third one (a@ is thus defined on V\U,J; hence, a promotion is a "slide along the track". Other variants were formulated by Knuth (see [3, pp. 
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n, the case II= 1 being trivial. Let n > 1, P(@)=(v,, . ..) v,J and V= @-1 (n). We observed that a,@ and a, _ r @ can differ only on vk, vk_r and ij. Two cases have to be considered: (i) %P(@): in this case 21=vk, since the sequence of integers (@(II& . . . . @(ok)) is increasing. We have:
Hence r,-1 is the identity on the labelling a,_,@, since (vk_ r, vk)EE and ok_ 1, uk are labelled respectively, n -1, n by 8, _ 1 @. Thus a,@ = a, _ r @ = r, _ l& _ 1 @.
(ii) Q&P(@): following the definition of d we have:
a,qq=n-1, a,_,q6)=n, an @(uk) = n, an_l@(vk)=n-l,
&@(Uk_l)=@(Uk)-i =&_l@(vk_l).
As U is not in the canonical track, we must have (0, uk)$E, in this case Y,_ I operates as the transposition (n -1, n) on the labelling a,_ 1@ and again r,_ ,a,_ 1 = 3,. For n= 1 the equality is trivial.
For n > 1 we have: Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n, with the additional fact that, if P(@)={,,, . ..) uk} as in the definition, then IJ~=(c,@)-'(n). The case n = 1 is trivial. For n > 1, let V= @-'(n), and let G' = (v', E') be the graph obtained removing from G the vertex V and the edges containing it, with the labelling @'= @IV,: the induction hypothesis will be applied below to @'. Observe that v=~-'(n)=(~,_~~)-'(n), because cn_l=r"_2... rl does not affect the vertex labelled n. We have two cases:
(i) V$P(@), cf. Fig. 4 . It is clear that P(@)=P(@') and by induction where ok =(c,_ I@)-'(n -1). Note now that (vk, 6) $ E, hence r,_ 1 exchanges the labels II and n-l of V and ok, so that (~~~)-~(n)=(r,_~c,_~~)-'(n)=v, and
(ii) SP(@), cf. 
v~_~,U)EE, so that (r~_Ic,_l~)-'(n)=(c,~)-l(n)=~
as desired. 0
Note that in this construction the track P(Q) is a multiset consisting of n elements.
Recall the definition of Q1, . . . , Up, above. We call gth truck in the evacuation of Q, the (n-q + 1)-track of G4, that is, Pn_q+ l(@,) with the previous notations. By Lemma 2, 9we have: We now introduce the concept of trajectory. As in [S] , the trajectory in @ of an integer i is the set of vertices who have been labelled by that integer during the evacuation. But in our version of the promotion, we have to take into account that at each new promotion j becomes j-1, for j > 2 (cf. the remark after Theorem 1). This justifies the following definition.
The trajectory of q in the evacuation @ is the multiset: Observe that for a labelling c1 and k #j-1, j, one has (rg -'(j) = a-l(j).
Since c1 ... cj_ 1 is a product of rk with k< j-1, we deduce that Thus, all we have to show is that for l<jdn-q+l: Remark. It can be shown that a naturally labelled poset can be associated in a natural way to each labelled graph, so that the results of [S] apply. However, the point of the present note, is to give short proofs of these results, without using the previous paper. 
